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Are you getting your customers what they want, when they want it—and spending as little money as possible 

accomplishing that? In today’s connected digital world, maximizing productivity by reducing uncertainties is the top 

industry priority. With mounting pressures for faster turnaround times, tighter margins, and supply chain volatility, 

retailers struggle to increase agility and streamline back-end processes while gaining end-to-end visibility from 

suppliers to shoppers. 

With RELEX and Legion together, retailers can unify and optimize supply chain planning with workforce planning to 

improve execution across Inventory, Space, and Labor, delivering an end-to-end forecasting, global planning, and 

optimization solution across stores and distribution centers with enhanced reporting and analytics. 

Key Capabilities
 • Stocking activities can be up to 40% of the store’s workload. Together, RELEX and Legion deliver more accurate 

forecasts to optimize schedules and maximize stocking productivity

 • Integrated shipping and receiving workloads allows optimal scheduling for the correct number and length of shifts. 

RELEX provides Legion with actual delivery and volume of delivery to precisely schedule labor where it is most needed

 • Extend RELEX Delivery Flow Smoothing capabilities to ensure that stores and supply chains operate harmoniously

 • Both the stores and distribution centers can react in an efficient, compliant, and employee-centric manner to changes 

in schedules caused by changes in the supply chain

 • Increase agility and simplify administration using one workforce management solution across stores and  

distribution centers 

Key Benefits 
 • DRIVE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES Legion and RELEX deliver a powerful, integrated software solution that 

improves demand forecasting and replenishment processes, providing retailers with more accurate planning of 

replenishment, cashier, and all types of retail work while simultaneously transforming in-store labor operations and the 

hourly employee experience.

 • PROVIDE OPTIMAL SCHEDULES Automatically generate optimal shift schedules that meet employee and customer 

needs, matching employee preferences with skills 96% of the time.  

 • INCREASE RETENTION RELEX’s customer stores and fulfillment/distribution centers benefit from Legion’s proven 

capabilities to lower turnover while improving worker productivity.

 • SELL MORE when employees with the right skills are in stores at the right time to replenish shelves and provide 

customer service, maximizing efficiencies across all channels with unified retail planning.

 • UNCOVER AND CUT HIDDEN COSTS resulting from payroll errors, compliance issues, or lost productivity. The 

platform optimizes staff planning to meet business goals, allowing teams to quickly replace absent workers, reduce 

attrition, and streamline communication with frontline employees.

RELEX & Legion 
Unifying Retail Planning with Integrated Workforce Solution
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INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION | POWERED BY LEGION WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT

DATASHEET | RELEX & Legion

How it Works

The Legion and RELEX combined solution leverages data and cutting-edge technology to increase revenues, 

efficiencies, and control costs, while delivering an exceptional employee and customer experience. With Legion and 

RELEX, your store operations teams can simultaneously maximize labor efficiency and employee engagement. 

Reach out to your RELEX Account Executive to learn more.

About Legion
Legion Technologies delivers the industry’s most innovative workforce management platform. It enables businesses 

to maximize labor efficiency and employee engagement simultaneously. The Legion WFM platform is intelligent, 

automated, and employee-centric. It’s proven to deliver 13x ROI through schedule optimization, reduced attrition, 

increased productivity, and increased operational efficiency. Legion delivers cutting-edge technology in an easy-to-use 

platform and mobile app that employees love. For more information, visit https://legion.co and follow us on LinkedIn.

About RELEX Solutions
RELEX Solutions is a leading provider of cutting-edge retail optimization software that’s built for the age of Living 

Retail, where change is the only constant. We help retailers adapt to every future, faster.

Our cloud-native Living Retail Platform delivers pragmatic AI across all retail functions and at retail scale, eradicating 

siloes, rigidities and inefficiencies along the way. We offer a fast lane to value that builds from a foundation of radically 

improved demand forecasting and supply chain optimization. Our customers leverage this enhanced supply chain 

visibility into exponential benefits — optimizing their space, allocation, workforce, pricing and promotion strategies, all 

within our unified platform.
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